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General Studies-3; Topic: Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial 
policy and their effects on industrial growth. 
 

Rural Manufacturing 
 
Introduction 

• Manufacturing sector in India is seeing a shift in the manufacturing activity and employment from 
bigger cities to smaller towns and rural areas.  

• This ‘urban-rural manufacturing shift’ has often been interpreted as a mixed bag. 

• The advantage is it could transform the rural economy, while the constraint is it could hamper higher 
growth. 

 
World Bank Study 

• The movement of manufacturing away from urban locations was brought out by the Work Bank in a 
report. 

• It found that manufacturing plants in the formal sector are moving away from urban areas and into 
rural locations, while the informal sector is moving from rural to urban locations. 

• Their results suggested that higher urban-rural cost ratios caused this shift. 
 
Present Status 

• Recent data from the Annual Survey of Industries for 2019-20, shows that the rural segment is a 
significant contributor to the manufacturing sector’s output.  

• While 42% of factories are in rural areas, 62% of fixed capital is in the rural side. 

• This is the result of a steady stream of investments in rural locations over the last two decades. 

• In terms of output and value addition, rural factories contributed to exactly half of the total sector. 
 
Causes for Rise in Rural Manufacturing  

• Rural areas have generally been more attractive to manufacturing firms because wages, property, 
and land costs are all lower than in most metropolitan areas.  

• Factory floorspace supply constraints 
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o When locations get more urbanised and congested, the greater these space constraints are.  
o In cities, factories just cannot be expanded as opposed to rural areas. 

• Production cost differentials 
o Many firms experience substantially higher operating costs in cities than in rural areas. 

• Capital restructuring  
o Big firms deliberately shift production from cities to take advantage of the availability of less 

skilled, less unionised and less costly rural labour. 

• In the aftermath of trade liberalisation, import competition intensified for many Indian 
manufacturers, forcing them to look for cheaper methods and locations of production. 

 
Impact 

• The shift in manufacturing activities from urban to rural areas has helped maintain the importance 
of manufacturing as a source of livelihood diversification in rural India. 

• The growth of rural manufacturing, by generating new jobs, provides an economic base for the 
transition out of agriculture. 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• Though firms reap the benefits of lower costs via lower rents, the cost of capital seems to be higher 
for firms operating on the rural side.  

• The rural segment accounted for only 35% of the total rent paid, while it had 60% of the total 
interest payments.  

• The benefits reaped from one source seem to be offset by the increased costs on the other front. 

• Issue of “skills shortage” in rural areas as manufacturing now needs higher skilled workers to 
compete in the highly technological global ‘new economy’.  

• Manufacturers who depend only on low-wage workers simply cannot sustain their competitive edge 
for longer periods as this cost advantage vanishes over time.  

• Rising inflation in international commodity prices also threatens the rural non-farm economy.  
 
Way Forward 

• Need for clear solutions to the problems of rural manufacturing and the most important is the 
provision of more education and skilling for rural workers.  

• A more educated and skilled rural workforce will establish rural areas’ comparative advantage of low 
wages, higher reliability and productivity and hasten the process of the movement out of agriculture 
to higher-earning livelihoods. 

• Rural areas will also need greater fiscal support, both in terms of direct income support to revive 
demand in the economy and through various subsidies and protection from the rising inflation in 
input prices.  
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